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Abstract

Most nonparametric regression estimates smooth the observed data in the process of
generating a suitable estimate. The resulting curve estimate is sensitive to the amount of
smoothing introduced and it is important to examine the estimate over a range of smoothing
choices. 'One way of specifying such a range is to estimate the optimal value of the smoothing
parameter (bandwidth) with respect to some loss function and then report a confidence
interval for this parameter estimate. This article describes two strategies for constructing such
confidence intervals using asymptotic approximations and simulation techniques.

Suppose that data is observed from the model Yj;= f(t,l:) + ej; l::;k::;n
where f is a function that is twice differentiable and {e,l:} are mean zero, independent, random
variables. A cubic smoothing spline estimate of f is considered where the smoothing parameter
is chosen using generalized cross-validation. Confidence intervals are constructed for the
smoothing parameter that minimizes average squared error using the asymptotic distribution
of the cross-validation function and by a version of the bootstrap. Although this bootstrap
method involves more computation, it yields confidence intervals that tend to have a shorter
width. In general, this second method is easier to implement since it avoids the problem of
deriving the complicated formulas for the asymptotic variance. Also for spline estimates one
can significantly reduce the amount of computation through a useful orthogonal decomposition
of the problem.

Although this paper considers cross-validation for choosing the smoothing parameter,
one could use these same techniques to construct intervals for other bandwidth selection
methods.
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Section 1 Introduction

In many situations the goal of a statistical analysis is to recover a smooth function

from noisy observations. One useful model is

(1.1) Y k = f(t k ) + ek l~k~n

where f is a function that is twice differentiable and {ek} are mean zero, independent, random

variables with variance 0"2. Often, a suitable parametric form for the function is not known

and for this reason it is important to study nonparametric techniques for estimating a

function.

Most nonparametric curve estimates effect some form of smoothing of the data in the

process of generating an estimate. The amount of smoothness is usually indexed 'by a

parameter and it is well known that the resulting estimate is sensitive to the value of this

parameter. Figure 1 illustrates this sensitivity for a simulated data set and a cubic smoothing

spline estimate (see Section 2, (2.1)). The smoothing parameter will be denoted by A and, to

make the dependence on the smoothing parameter explicit, the curve estimate will be

represented by fA' Figure 2 is a perspective representation of the surface described by fA as a

function of t and also of log A. As A ranges from 0 to 00, the estimate changes from a rapidly

oscillating function that interpolates the data to a linear function. Cubic splines have the

property that f 00 will just be the line estimated by ordinary least squares while the spline at

A=O will pass through all the data points.

One useful way of quantifying the accuracy of a non parametric curve estimate is by the

average squared error (ASE):

ASE(>.)=a f: (fA(t k ) -f(tk))2
k=l

Figure 3 shows how the average squared error depends on A and the lettered points on this

curve correspond to the different estimates plotted in Figure 1. Note that the point where the

ASE is minimized corresponds to a visually pleasing estimate of f. Also, qualitatively the

logarithm of the smoothing parameter seems to be a more sensible scale than the parameter

itself. It is interesting to relate the size of the loss function to the visual impression of the

estimate. When log A= -18.5 the ASE has only been doubled with respect to the minimum,

however, fA has many more modes than the true curve (or the optimal spline estimate).

At first glance it may seem that nothing has been gained by considering a

nonparametric approach because the choice of A has the same subjectively as the choice of a

particular parametric model. Although one could use a loss function, such as the ASE, for
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choosing a value for A, such a criterion will depend on f. Using methods based on unbiased

risk estimates, cross-validation or biased cross-validation, however, it is possible to determine

the appropriate amount of smoothing objectively. (Li 1986, HardIe, Hall and Marron 1988,

Scott 1988). These procedures do not depend on knowledge of the unknown function and have

good asymptotic properties. In the limit they will minimize the average squared error of the

estimate.

Since the curve estimate is sensitive to the value of A, it is important to investigate

how features in the curve depend on the choice of the smoothing parameter. In a

non parametric analysis it is tempting to determine the smoothness using a data- based method

and then just report the curve estimate evaluated at the estimated smoothing parameter.

This is not good practice. One reason being the large amount of variability in the estimate of

the smoothing parameter. Although one could examine curve estimates over a range of

smoothing parameters, it is not obvious what range to choose. What is missing is some

guidance in judging how much variability one can expect in the estimate of the smoothing

parameter. A confidence interval for the estimated smoothing parameter is one way of

specifying a reasonable range. From this interval one could report three estimates: an

undersmoothed curve corresponding to the lower endpoint of the confidence interval, an

oversmoothed curve corresponding to the upper endpoint and also the one evaluated at ~.

This paper studies two different strategies for constructing confidence intervals for j.

One draws on the asymptotic theory that has been developed in HardIe, Hall and Marron

(1988), while the other uses a parametric version of bootstrapping. Although this second

method involves more computation, it yields confidence intervals that tend to have a shorter

width. In general, this second method is easier to implement since it avoids the problem of

using the complicated formulas for the asymptotic variance. Figure 4 is an example of a

bootstrap-based confidence interval for the simulated data plotted in Figure 1. The estimated

smoothing parameter has been found using generalized cross-validation and the over- and

under-smoothed curves correspond to the endpoints of a 95% confidence interval.

Before making some general remarks on this area of research and the organization of

this article, it is important to emphasize the difference between the confidence intervals for ~

and those for the curve estimate itself. Let jo denote the minimizer of ASE(A). An important

limitation of a confidence interval for ~o is that it only provides information about the

deviation of the estimated curve from an estimate that employs the best value of the

smoothing parameter. In order to make inferences about f one must also quantify the
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variability of the optimal estimate relative to the true function. If f denotes the

non parametric estimate of f where A has been determined adaptively from the data and f 0 is

the optimal estimate with A=~O' then it is useful to consider the separation

f(t)-f(t) = U(t) - fo(t)] + Uo(t) - f(t)] .

Quantifying the variability of the first term is the subject of this paper. In contrast, pointwise

or simultaneous confidence intervals for f(t) are based on the second term. Because ~ is a

consistent estimate of ~o, the contribution of the first term to the distribution of f -f is

asymptotically negligible as n -+ 00 (Nychka 1989). What is important is the variability of the

optimal estimate to the unknown function. Figures 5 and 6 compare these two different ways

of making an inference about f. Figure 5 illustrates smoothing parameter confidence intervals

for some experimental data studying the effect of an appetite suppressant on rats. In this case

the over and under-smoothed curves correspond to the endpoints of a 90% confidence interval.

The wide range in smoothness between the under- and oversmoothed curves is a sobering

reminder of the large variability associated with smoothing parameter estimates. This range is

partly due to the small number of data points in this example. The shaded regions in Figure 6

are approximate 90% confidence bands for f (see Section 2 for their description). Although the

confidence band helps to set a range for f, the confidence limits for ~o are more useful for

assessing the shape of f 0 (or f). Also, the confidence bands are constructed under the

assumption that ~ is close to the optimal value while the confidence interval for ~o obviously

takes this variability into account.

Besides the practical application of these intervals for data analysis, there are several

aspects of this problem that are of more general interest.

The work of HardIe, Hall and Marron (1988) (HHM) give conditions when a smoothing

parameter estimated using cross-validation or other related methods will have a limiting

normal distribution. One question posed by these researchers' work is whether this asymptotic

distribution theory approximates situations where the sample size is in the range of a few

hundred points. Also, the limiting distribution of the estimated smoothing parameter depends

on the average squared bias of the unknown function and the error variance, (7. It is not clear

how useful this asymptotic theory will be when these quantities are replaced by estimates.

The asymptotic variance for ~ has a complicated form and to insure the accuracy of the results

the formula was computed symbolically using MACSYMA. Some readers may be interested in

this application of symbol manipulation software to a statistical problem.

Recently Chiu (1989) has identified a much more accurate approximation to the
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asymptotic distribution for the estimated smoothing parameter using Mallow's criterion.

Although the approximating distribution has a simple form it is with respect to the optimal

smoothing parameter for expected ASE. Chiu's analysis applied to cross-validation and

centered about ~o would yield a hybrid method that is intermediate between the asymptotic

and simulation based methods discussed here.

The version of parametric bootstrapping used in this paper has some interesting

differences with other applications of the bootstrap to non parametric regression estimates.

Bootstrapping has been applied to kernel estimates to improve the mean squared error

properties of the estimates and also has been suggested as a method for constructing

. confidence in tervals for the estimated curve (Bowman and HardIe 1988). These researchers

use one kernel estimate to find f and another, higher order kernel to compute the residuals

used for resampling. In contrast, this paper generates bootstrap replications from the model:

Yk=f(tk)+ fk

where the errors follow a normal distribution. This assumption on the error distribution may

be justified from the asymptotic theory, and may mean this method is not robust to

departures from normality for small sample sizes. One clear advantage of this approach is

that it avoids the higher order kernel estimate (and the choice of a second bandwidth) to

compute residuals.

Although this paper concentrates on selecting the smoothing parameter for a

smoothing spline estimate using cross-validation, the methods for constructing confidence

intervals should work for other non parametric estimators and for other rules for selecting the

smoothing parameter. However, it should be noted that the computational shortcuts for

bootstrapping spline estimates may not apply to other estimators. From Terrell and Scott

(1986) and HardIe, Hall and Marron (1988) it is known that the estimate of ,\ from cross

validation is negatively correlated with ~o' Let,\o denote the minimizer of expected ASE.

Cross-validation will tend to slightly undersmooth the data when ~o is greater than AO and to

oversmooth when ~o is less than AO' A heuristic explanation for this effect may be traced to

the cross-validation function's sensitivity to autocorrelation in the errors. For example,

spurious positive autocorrelation can occasionally yield smoothing parameter estimates that

drastically undersmooth the data. Some promising alternatives to cross-validation are biased

cross-validation, (Scott 1988) and more sophisticated "plug in" methods such as smoothed

cross-validation. (Hall, Marron and Park 1989). The techniques discussed in this paper would

readily apply to these other methods.
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The next section defines a smoothing spline estimate for the model (1.1) and motivates

the use of generalized cross-validation to estimate the smoothing parameter. This section also

presents a smoothing spline as an orthogonal series estimate. This form is useful for

generating bootstrap replications efficiently. Section 3 reviews the asymptotic theory for ~ in

the context of spline estimates and describes the construction of confidence intervals based on

this theory. Section 4 describes the confidence interval based on the bootstrap and discusses

its computation.

The results of a simulation study are reported in Section 5. These results cover the 3

smooth test functions used by Wahba (1983) (see Figure 7), 3 levels of (j (.2,.4,.6) and two

sample sizes (n=128, 256). The errors are taken to be normally distributed. Except in two

instances, both types of confidence intervals hold their level. Moreover, the median width of

these intervals (on a logged scale) is comparable to the width of an interval where the

distribution of log(~o)-/og(~) is known. One significant difference is that the distribution of

widths for the intervals based on the asymptotic theory have a much longer right tail (see

Figure 8 for a quick graphical summary of these results).

Section 6 gives some theoretical results to support the simulation based-confidence

intervals.

Section 2 Definition and Properties of a Smoothing Spline Estimate.

A spline is best defined as a solution to a minimization problem. For A > 0 let

(2.1) L (h)
1

= ft t [Y - h(t ) J2 + AJ h"(t)2 dt
k=l k k 0

and %= W~[O, 1] ={ h: h, h' absolutely continuous, h"f L2[O, 1] }

A smoothing spline for the additive model (1.1) is defined as the function that

minimizes L for all hf%. In this particular case, the solution will take the form of a piecewise

cubic polynomial with knots at the points t k . This estimate will be denoted by fA to

emphasize its dependence on the smoothing parameter. For fixed A, fA will be a linear function

of y and one can define an nxn "hat" matrix A(A) such that

¥= fA = A(A) Y where fAT = ( f A(t 1), ... , fA (t n ) )

The generalized cross-validation function has a convenient form in terms of the "hat"

matrix. Suppose f[~] is the spline estimate of f based on the data where the kth observation

has been omitted. Since Yk is independent of f[~], it is reasonable to consider
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(Yk - f[~](tk))2 as an estimate of the squared prediction error for the spline estimate at t k .

The basic idea behind cross-validation is to choose A such that an estimate of the average

squared prediction error is minimized. The ordinary cross-validation function has the form:
1 n ( • [k] )2

CV(A) = Ii k~1 Yk - f A (t k ) .

Although one might consider determining the minimizer of CV(A) directly, several

simplifications greatly reduce the amount of computation. Using the fact that the spline

estimate is the solution to a minimization problem and is a linear function of Y it is possible to

show that

where X= (n~I)A. The other simplifications are to replace l-Akk(1) by its average value:

tr(1-A(1) ) / n and to ignore the distinction between A and 1. Applying these modifications to

CV(A) we arrive at the generalized cross-validation function:

1 n (Yk -fA(tk ))2 AII(I-A(A))YI1
2

V(A)= Ii L [ ,l = [ l
k=1 Atr(I-A(-\))] Atr( I-A(-\))]

and we take ~ to be the minimizer of V(A). The reader is referred to Bates et al. (1986) for a

general description of the computation of fA and YeA).

Pointwise confidence intervals for f were proposed by Wahba (1983) based on a

Bayesian interpretation of spline estimates. They have the form:

(2.2) f (tk)+Za/2a-~Akk(~) l~k~n.
and

a- 2 = II(I-A(~) )X1I2/tr(I-A(~)).

Although these intervals may not be reliable at specific points, their average coverage

probability will be close to I-a (Nychka 1989a). An easy way of constructing n simultaneous

intervals is to replace Za/2 in (2.2) by Za/2n' For the data in Figure 5, n=39 and so

Z.05/39=3.02. By the properties of these intervals, their average level will be close to

(l-a/n). Thus by Bonferroni's inequality we are guaranteed that the simultaneous confidence

level is approximately I-a or larger.

The last part of this section gives a representation of a smoothing spline in terms of an

orthogonal series estimator. From the theory for splines there is a set of functions

{¢vn}I~I/~n~J{,with the following properties.

1. The solution to (2.1) is contained in the linear subspace spanned by
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and

2.

3.

{¢lvnh <v<n'- - n
It L ¢lvn (t k ) ¢ljjn (t k ) = OVjj

k=1

. J[O,I] ¢l~ri(t)¢l~ri(t) dt = IV~ OVjj 0<..." <..." <..."
- I In - I 2n ... - 'nn

(2.2)

V(..\)

where Ov jj is Kronecker's delta.

Thus, the spline estimate will have the explicit form
n

f ..\(t) = L (Xv ¢lvn(t), for qc~n
v=1

and because of the orthogonality properties of this basis

(
n ) n 2

L L CXv ¢lvn = L (Yv-cxv) +
v=1 v=1

where Yv= It ~ ¢lvn (t k ) Yk · Minimizing (2.2) over q gives
k=1

Yv

and thus
n

• "" Yvf ..\(t) = L.J 1+..\ ¢lvn(t).
v=1 Ivn

The generalized cross-validation function and the ASE also have simple forms using this basis:

n [ \ J2E "lvnYv
j=1 1+..\'vn

[
n \ J2E "Ivn

j=1 1+..\'vn

Although this representation holds for many different variations on a spline estimate, it

has a particularly appealing interpretation when J{, is restricted to the space of functions where

hand h' are periodic and tk=k/n. Under these conditions if n is even,

¢l1 = 1, '1 =0,

for l~v< n/2

¢l2v-l(t)= cos(271'vt)

¢l2v(t)= sin(271'vt)

12v-l' Iv=1/(271'v)\
8



and for v=n/2

¢2v(t)= cos(27rvt)

iv=I/(27rv)4.

The weight function 1/(I+Aiv) will be close to one for low frequency components of the

spectrum of y and will down ~eight high frequency components. In this case a spline can be

thought of as a low pass filter where the frequency at the half power point is approximately

A1/4 /27r. This periodic spline can be computed very efficiently by using the fast Fourier

transform (FFT). One uses the FFT to calculate t' and then applies the inverse FFT to the

filtered spectrum to obtain fA'

Section 3 Confidence Intervals Based on Asymptotic Theory.

This section reviews the asymptotic theory for the distribution of the cross-validation

function with a view towards constructing confidence intervals for the smoothing parameter.

The theory in HHM deals specifically with positive kernel estimators but analogous results

may be derived for smoothing splines. Although some techniques for proving these results are

outlined in the Section 4 and in Appendix 1, a rigorous proof of the asymptotic properties is

beyond the scope of this paper. Also, a detailed asymptotic analysis would still not provide

information about the properties of confidence intervals for moderate sample sizes.

The last part of this section gives the details for deriving the formula for the

asymptotic variance and explains how the unknown quantities in this formula can be

estimated.

To characterize the asymptotic distribution of a maximum likelihood estimator, one

considers a Taylor's series expansion of the score function. To study the distribution of a

smoothing parameter, a similar approach is taken where the derivative of the cross-validation

function plays the role of the score function. Accordingly, let dkP)= (ok/oAk) VP) and let

I(~)o) denote the interval with endpoints at ~ and ~o' By definition, d 1(~)=O and from the

mean value theorem there is a A*E I(~, ~o) such that

-dl(~O)= d2(A*) (~-~o).

Recall that ..\0 is the minimizer of the expected average squared error (EASE('\)). It is

conjectured that under Assumptions 0-3 in Section 6, the random variable 9lnPo) defined by

(3.7) will have the following properties:

(3.1) d 1(~o) -91nPo) = ope 7])
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(3.2) d
CUn (>.o)/TJ -> N(O,l),

and

(3.3) d2(>.*)/d2(~) R. 1 .

all as n-+oo.

The limiting distribution of ~ is implied by these three relations:

(3.4)

If TJ were known, (3.4) suggests the following (1-a)100% confidence interval for ~o

(3.5) ~ ± na/ 2 TJ/d2(~)

where nar is the (1-a)100 percentile of the standard normal distribution.

Although it is easy to differentiate V(>.) with respect to A, as mentioned in the

introduction, log(A) is a more suitable scale for quantifying the variability of the smoothing

parameter. The asymptotic results mentioned above can be translated to a log scale by

applying the delta method. Let p=ln(A) and po=ln(~o)' p will be a consistent estimate of Po
(see for example Nychka 1989b) and (3.4) suggests an interval for Po of the form

(3.6)

Readers familiar with HHM maybe confused why the extensive asymptotic analysis by

these authors does not resolve the conjectured relations in (3.1-3.3). The problem is that HHM

only consider kernel estimators. Although one can identify fourth order kernel functions that

approximate a cubic smoothing spline (Silverman 1984, Messer 1989) the correspondence is not

exact. It appears that the martingale theory used in the proofs require on an exact kernel

representation of the nonparametric estimator. One way to avoid this technical problem is to

use the Gaussian approximation to a spline based on the strong approximation of partial sum

processes (Cox 1983). A brief description of this type of approximation is given in Section 4.

Despite these technical details, the limiting variance for ~ - ~o agrees with what one

would expect for a fourth order kernel method and a non-rigorous derivation of this result will

now be given. Using the form for TJ2 reported in this section, the asymptotic relations from

Appendix 1 and the methods developed in Nychka (1989), it is possible to argue that,
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TJ2= (1/nA~(o.4(lJl2(AO) + (20-21';~ J(1+ 0(1») _1
as n ~oo where (2'(2>0 do not depend on f, 0-, or n, 1'= J (r 4

)2du and Jl2(A)"""'A 4/n IS

defined in (6.1). [0,1]

Now

TJ2= (0-21'/n((1(0-2Jl2(AO)/1'A~) + (2 J(l+ 0(1»)
and from part ii) Lemma 6.1,

=(0-21'/n)[(18 + (2 J(l+ 0(1») as n ~oo.

Also,

d2(A)=E[d2(Ao)] (1+ op(l») as n~oo.

and with some work one may show that

as n ~oo

where (3 is also a constant independent of f, 0- and n.

Thus from Slutsky's theorem and under the assumption that (3.2) holds,

(A-Ao )(4 ~n1'/0-2 .1 N(O,l)

for some constant (4 depending on the constants given above.

Rearranging this expression and using the fact that AO= (5(0-2!J)4/9 n-4/9(1+0(1»),

1/18 (A-Ao ) ( [ ')/ J- 1/ 18 dn A 0-- l' ~ N(O,l).
o

The extremely slow rate of convergence is characteristic of smoothing parameter estimates of

Ao and is a reason to be skeptical of the accuracy of such asymptotic approximations for

moderate sample sizes.

There are two practical problems in using the confidence intervals (3.5) or (3.6). First,

TJ has a complicated form that makes it tedious to derive an explicit formula for this standard

deviation. Even when this formula has been obtained, there is still the problem that TJ depends

on unknown quantities such as AO and 0-. The last part of this section describes how TJ can be

derived using MACSYMA and how the unknown quantities in this formula can be estimated.

Although the approach in HHM is to omit higher terms of TJ to obtain a simple

expression, in this work, an emphasis was placed on avoiding asymptotic approximations. For

moderate sample sizes higher order terms in TJ could easily be 10% or more of the size of the

leading terms. For this reason approximations were avoided when possible. Also, because a

symbol manipulation program was used to determine the form for TJ, little additional work is
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and

Then

involved to derive an exact expression rather than an approximate one.

The basic idea behind using MACSY~IA to compute 1] is to represent CUn(A) as a

quadratic form that involves powers of A(>.). By making the correct identifications, one can

differentiate and simplify these expressions as if they were polynomials.

First, the approximating random variable CUn will be defined. Note that d 1(~o) may

be obtained by evaluating (%>.)(V(>.)-ASE(>.)) at >'=~o.

Now let

(3.7) CUn (>')= (%>,)(V(A)-ASE(>.)) .

The advantage of working with CUn(>'o) is that the smoothing parameter no longer enters the

expression as a random variable. This makes it much easier to a'nalyze the variance of this

quantity. Next CU n will be represented as a quadratic form with respect to ~.

Set l?=(I-A(>'))f and mk(>.)=tr[A(>.)k j/ n.

~(~+ (I-A()..)).r(H(I-A()..)).)
V(>.)= ()2

I-J.ll(>')

ASE(>.)= ft(l?+A(>.)~)T (l?+ A(>')~)

Due to the symmetry of A(>'),

V(>')-ASE(A)= b':G 1 (>.) l? + b':G2 (>.) ~ + ~T G3 (>') ~'.

The matrices G i will be polynomials in terms of A(>') with coefficients that may also include

powers of ml and m2. Using the diagonalization of A(>.) given in Section 2 one can show that:

t>. A(>.)= -~ (I-A(>.) )A(>.)

and

Therefore,

CU n(>')= In [l?T Hl l? + l?T H2 ~ + ~T H3 ~J
where once again Hk is a matrix polynomial in A(>.) with coefficients that include powers of J.lj

, for 1$j $3. The exact form for this expression was derived using MACSYMA and is reported

in Appendix 2.

The variance of CU n can be computed from the standard formulas for quadratic forms:

(3.3) 1]2= Var (CUn(A))= 2 (74 tr(H3(>.)2) /(>.n)2



and

The second and third terms on the RHS of (3.3) are zero for normal errors and even when the

errors depart from normality these terms will be asymptotically negligible. For this reason

only the first and fourth terms in (3.3) were used to evaluate the variance. In order to

evaluate these terms it is necessary to determine H2 (A)2 and H3 (A)2. These can also be

computed symbolically and will just be jolynomial expressions in A(A),

AgT H2 (A)2 g = I: C2kP k with Pk=gTA(A)kgT/n
k=l '

1 2 4ntr H3(A) = I: C3 k mk(A)·
k=l '

Finally one can use MACSYMA to convert the algebraic expressions for the coefficients Ck ,2

and Ck,3 into FORTRAN syntax. In this way these formulas can be incorporated into a

subroutine without transcription error.

Clearly 1] depends on several unknown quantities. Even with an exact symbolic

computation of 1], it is necessary to substitute estimates for Ao , (j and P k . Fortunately, under

suitable conditions these quantities can be estimated consistently using the smoothing

parameter and spline from cross-validation.

In these expressions Ao is replaced by ~ while (j2 is replaced by the estimate

AII(I-A(~)) Y 11 2

1- eJl1 (~)

The estimates of Pk(Ao) used in this work are adapted from a consistent estimate of

the average squared error described in Nychka (1989b). From the properties of the cross

validation function, and under Assumptions 0-3 given in Section 6, ASE = V(~') - S~ is a

consistent estimate of EASE(AO) in the sense that ASE/EASE(AO) E. 1 as n ---"00. Now since

EASE(Ao)= Po(Ao) + (j2 m2 (A~), from the consistency of ~, one can estimate
- -2 -

PO=ASE- Sn m2(A).
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Estimates for ,8k(,\O) when k>O can be obtained, by considering unbiased estimates of

EASE (,\0)' Note that

(3.4) E ~ IIA1;/2(,\0) (I-A(,\o) )Y1I 2

. = ,8k(,\O)+ 0'2( mk(Ao )- 2mk+1(,\0) + m k+ 2(,\0)).

One possible estimate for ,8k(,\O) is to take (1/n)IIAI;/\~)(I-A(~))YI12as an estimate of the

LHS of (3.4) then subtract off an estimate of the second term on the RHS. Unfortunately this

simple approach often yields negative estimates and for this reason was not used. More

sensible estimates for k>O are

,Bk= [~IIAI;/2(~)(I-A(~))Y11
2

- S~(mk(~)-2mk+1(~))J ~o/ASEJ

The first bracketed term will be a consistent estimate for

(3.5) ,8k(AO) + 0'2mk+2(AO)

while the second term is an estimate of the ratio of ,8k(,\O) to (3.5).

Section 4 Simulation Based Confidence Intervals

In contrast to confidence intervals based on asymptotic expansions, it is easy to

construct intervals using simulation techniques. The approach taken in this work estimates

the critical points for P- Po by simulating from a model where f is taken to be the true

function and the measurement error is normally distributed with standard deviation Sn' To be

precise, for the model defined in (1.1), let T(f, 0', F) denote a random variable with the same

distribution as P-Po and let <I> denote the standard normal c.d.f.. Then for any data set, by

Monte Carlo simulation one can compute the percentiles C,8: P(T(f, S, <I» < C,8)=,8. The

basic assumption of this method is that the distribution of T( f, S, <I» will be "close" to the

distribution of T( f, 0', F). If this is true, C,8 is a estimate of the percentiles for T(f, 0', F),

and we are lead to consider (l-a) level confidence intervals for Po of the form:

(p - Ca/2' p+ Cl - a / 2 ) .

An important feature of spline estimators is that simulating and minimizing the cross

validation function can be greatly simplified by making use of the orthogonal decomposition

described in Section 2. The distributions of V(A) and ASE(A) depe~d on the transformed

data, .r, rather than the actual observations. For this reason it is more efficient to generate .r
directly and avoid performing a transformation for each bootstrap replication. Let

U· =<PII(t.), then by property (3.2) UUT =n. If Y =f +e where e "",N(O,0'2 I) then
IV 1 -.I """'J """'" ~

r =UTX=!+~ with !=UTi and .t=UT~ "",N(O, n0'2I).

14



One problem with this representation is when the error distribution departs from a

normal. In this case the transformed errors will not be Gaussian or independent. The

distribution of V(A) involves weighted sums of the components of~, however, and it is

possible to approximate these sums by sums involving independent normal random variables.

Cox (1984) has developed a Gaussian approximation for smoothing splines and has considered

such an approximation in his work. Let V(~,~) denote the generalized cross-validation

function for data generated from the model (1.1) with the error vector,~. Under assumptions

0-3, Section 6, there is a probability space containing the random vectors I and ~ such that:

Law {£)=Law(~), Law( I)=MN(0,(T2 I )

and

(4.1)

uniformly for ~i[An, 00].

Although the convergence rate in (4.1) does not imply that V(A, I) approximates the

asymptotic distribution of V(~, ~), we conjecture that this is true. Cox's technique relies on

the strong approximation of a partial sum process by a Wiener process and the convergence

rate can be tied to the number of finite moments for the error distribution. Thus the

convergence rate may be increased by the strengthening the moment condition in Assumption

1. The derivatives of V(A) and ASE(~) involve similar terms to V(A) and so it is reasonable to

assume that this type of approximation can be extended to these random variables as well.

Section 5 Simulation Study Results and Discussion

A simulation study was conducted to investigate the reliability of these confidence

intervals for~. This study follows a 3x3x2 factorial design consisting of 3 different test

functions (see Figure 7), three levels of (T (.2,.4,.6) and two sample sizes (128,256). Only 95%

confidence levels were considered. To simplify the programming, the observation points were

taken to be equally spaced (tk=kjn) and a periodic spline estimate was computed. With these

restrictions, the orthogonal decomposition described in Section 2 can be readily found using the

fast Fourier transform. For each of the 18 cases in the simulation 400 samples were generated

from the additive model (1.1) under the assumption of normal errors. The pseudo random

normal deviates were generated using the Kinderman-Monahan ratio of two uniforms. The

simulation-based intervals were computed using 200 replications.

The most important statistics from this study are those that quantify the level of the

15



confidence procedure and the average width of the interval. The summary statistics compiled

from this study are reported in Table 1. A more efficient way of reviewing the results,

however, is by the panel of plots in Figure 8.

It is useful to calibrate the width of these intervals with a confidence interval when the

distribution of Po-P is known. In this case, a suitable interval is (P-C.025 ' P+C.975 ) where

p((po-p)~Ca)=a.The width, C.975-C.025' for each of the 9 cases, is plotted near the

x-axis on each plot as a reference.

The main results of this study are clearly illustrated by these figures. Note that the

median interval widths for the two methods are comparable to the width when the distribution

of Po - p is known. The bootstrap based confidence intervals tend to be shorter than those

based on an asymptotic formula. Also, the level of the bootstrap intervals have a coverage

probability that is closer to the nominal level of .95.

Section 6 Some asymptotic properties of simulating from a spline estimate.

This section explores some of the large sample properties of the simulation method for

constructing confidence intervals. The validity of this method depends on approximating

T(f,O",F) by T(f,S,<I». Although a mathematically precise analysis of this correspondence is

beyond the scope of this paper it is worthwhile to compare the asymptotic properties of spline

estimates based on f verses f. For example, the limiting normal approximation'to T(f,O",F) has

a normalization factor that depends on the convergence rate of Ao. It makes sense to

approximate T(f,O",F) by T(f,S,<I» only if the optimal value of the smoothing parameter for f

converges to zero at the same rate as Ao. It will be argued that this situation does hold.

Moreover, it appears that the optimal smoothing parameter taking f as the true function is

only slightly smaller than Ao. We take this result as a modest first step in a theoretical

justification of the simulation method.

In order to compare the optimal choices of smoothing parameters it is necessary to

examine the properties of the EASE for the spline estimate when f is taken as the true

function. Let YB denote

where £

YB,k= f(t k ) + tk' l~k~n

MN(O,S~I). Then the expected average squared error is

16



The B subscript indicates that this is under the model used for bootstrap replications.

The following assumptions will be made in this analysis.

Assumption 0: Y follows the model (1.1) where {ek} l~k~n are independent,

identically distributed random variables E(e1)=0 and VAR(e1)=u2 . Let t k
satisfy G(tk)=~:=~~where G is a c.d.f. with a continuous, strictly positive density

function g.

. -4/5
Assumption 2: Ae[An,An], An"'; n log(n), An -->0 as n-->oo.

Assumption 3: fcW~ [0,1] and satisfies the "natural" boundary conditions:

P)(O)=P)(l)=f3)(O)=f3)(l) =0.

These assumptions are standard for analyzing the asymptotic properties of splines.

Assumption 1 is necessary to approximate the spline by a Gaussian process while Assumption

2 constrains A to be a range where the asymptotic approximations are valid. The last

assumption restricts f to be in the class of functions that achieve the best rate of convergence

for a second order spline.

We will see that

k~(I-A(A)) f ~2= I'A2(1+o(1)) as n-+oo

uniformly for Ac [An ,00].

where 1'=J[O,11 (/4)(U) )2du. The reader is referred to Rice and Rosenblatt (1983), Messer

(1989) and Nychka (1989b) for more discussion of this assumption and the related problem of

boundary effects. In order to state the main theorem of this section, it is necessary to define

the integrals:

L - Joo dw
k- 0 (1+w4)k '

and .=[1: g(u)idU]

(6.1)

Also, let

17



Theorem 6.1 Let AoB be the minimizer of EASEB(A). Under Assumptions 0-3

AoB= KAo (1 + op(l)) as n-+=.

where K::::::.92 and is the solution to :

(6.1) [ J
-4/9

K= 1 + 4K
4

/
5
M(K) / L

2

The proof of this result is based on the following lemma which is proved in Appendix 1.

Lemma 6.1

i) EASE(A)= [i A2 + (12 Jl2(A) J(1+0(1))

uniformly for Ac[An,=) as n-+=.

ii)

and

as n-+=

iii )

uniformly for Ac[An,=] as n-+=.

where

Proof of theorem 6.1

Let A =KAo' From part ii) Lemma 6.1 there is the simplification:

2 _1
<p(K)=~ + J(K) / L

2
+ K 4

setting (d <p(K)/dK =0 gives

This expression can be simplified to (6.t). Also, note that (d 2 /dK2 )<p(K»0 for Kc[O,=] "and

thus, there exits a unique solution to (6.1).

18



It remains to argue that if R= AoB/ Ao, then R.E K as n-+ 00. Using the fact that K

is the minimizer of ep and AoB minimizes EASEB, it follows that ep(R)/ep(K)~1 as n-+oo.

Because ep is a continuous function, R~K otherwise a contradiction could be obtained. 0

Appendix 1 Proof of Lemma 6.1.

This appendix outlines a proof of Lemma 6.1 in Section 6. Most of the technical

arguments have been adapted from Cox (1988) (subsequently abbreviated AMORE) and the

reader is referred to this work for more details. In order to prove this result, it is useful to

place this smoothing problem in the general setting treated in AMORE. After establishing

two preliminary results (Lemmas A.l and A.2), the proof of Lemma 6.1 is given.

The following Hilbert spaces and operators will be used in this analysis:
1 n
- l; c.(.
n i=1 "1 1

J x"x"du1 2
[0, 1]

Let W, U (: L(g;), such that

and J x"x" du1 2
[0, 1]

From the arguments in Section 2 of AMORE, there is a basis {¢v}~g; such that

(¢v, U ¢J.l}g; = 8v J.l

(¢v, W ¢J.l}g; = 'V 8VJ.l

This basis is just the continuous analog of the Demmler-Reinsch basis given in Section

2. For cubic smoothing splines with natural boundary conditions

IV= (a1l"v)4 (1+ 0(1)) as n-+oo.

One important property of the Demler-Reinsch construction is that the eigenvalues have the

same asymptotic distribution as {'v}, From Speckman (1981)
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if M= Ln2/5J then

(A.1) Illn = III (1+0(1)), uniformly for lIE[l,M] as n-+ 00.

This limiting behaviour will be used to approximate the trace of A('\).

The basis {¢J~} can also be used to define a scale of Hilbert spaces. Let

00
~

1I=1

Clearly (x 1,x1)P > (xl' x2)$ for p~l and we can construct Hilbert spaces $p by

completing $ with respect to the inner product ( , )p, Note that by the choice of G (see

Assumption 0) $o=L2[O, 1]. Also $1 =W~[O, 1]. It is also possible to define spaces for p>l.

The most important of these is

h"(0) =h"f(¢J) =0, h"(1) =h"f(1) =O}.

Now let T n:$_lRn satisfy T n(h)=(h(t1), h(t2), ... , h(tn))t

the minimization problem of (2.1) can be rewritten as

{;;;i¥; (Y -Tnh, Y -Tnh)q;n +'\(Wh, h)$

and has the solution

(A.I)

(A.2)

The basic approximation used in Cox's representation of a spline estimate is to

substitute U for Un in (A.2). Expressions involving only Wand U can then be analyzed using

the simultaneous diagonalization of these operators by the basis {¢J1I}'

The results of the first lemma are phrased in terms of the smoothing operators:

A n..\ f=PW+U n r 1Un f

A..\ f=(,\W + Ur1 U f

and bias operators
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Lemma A.l

i)

iii)

iv)

2-p 2-p
II(B ,A , -B,A, )hll =O(A v AO )

n", n",o '" "'0 P

all convergence being uniform for A e: [An, 00].

Proof

Part i) follows from Theorem 2.3 (AMORE) and the characterization of 9;2 from

Theorem 3.2 (AMORE). Part ii) is a consequence of Theorem 4.3 (AMORE) with the

identifications: {3=2, s=I/2, r=4 and kn ...... (I/n). From the first case of Theorem 4.3
-(s+l/r) .

AMORE, we must have k~ An -0. Given our choice of An, this convergence

condition will hold.

The third part of this lemma is more specific to the material of this paper and requires

a detailed argument.

II(B , A , -B,A, )hll ~ II(B ,-B,)A , hll +IIB,(A , -A, )hll
n", n",o '" "'0 P n", '" n",o p '" n",o "'0 p

and from part ii)

~ 0(..\2- p) IIA , h II + o(..\~- p)
n",o 2

Thus iii) will follow provided that IIA , h II = 0(1). Now,
n",o 2

and from equation (4.1) of AMORE we have

2 1/2
liB, hll ~ liB, hll + kn . ~ C (..\, 2+s-p.) liB ,hll

n", 2 '" 2 1=1 1 n", Pi

where Pi =0, P2=1/4, s=I/2 and

00 (1+ lv )5 ,-(5+l)
C(A,5)= ~ 2 '"

v=1 (1+A IV) 21



Also by Theorems 2.3 and 4.2 of AMORE

liB, h II = o( A2- p )
n", p

tJ.sing these rates combined with the assumptions on kn and An, it follows that

With this bound iii) now follows.

The last part of this lemma can be proved using the results from iii) and an inequality

developed by Cox (1984) Section 4. Specifically, by a simple modification of the inequality at

the top of page 38, Cox (1984) we have

II(B ,A , -B,A, ) h 11
2 -II(B ,A , -B,A, ) h 11

2 ~ knll(B ,A , -B,A, ) h 11 2
n", n",o '" "'0 a n", n",o '" "'0 q,Jn . n", n",o '" "'0 s

with s= 1/2 and kn -l/n. The bound on this expression will be 0(A2) for Af[An,OO]. 0

Lemma 4.2

Under Assumptions 0-2,

1/4
i) tr A(A)k=\k1l" Lk (1+0(1))

uniformly for Af[An , An) as n-+oo .

uniformly for Af[An, An] as n-+oo .

Proof

Choose M - n
2

/
5

. From (A.I) and (A.2), for any w<1 there is an N such that for all

"Yvn < w for vE [I,M]
«(}1l"v)4

Thus,

(A.a)



dw

du

(1+>.w(a1ru 4))k
1/4

JMW>' a1r

o

Now

(A.l)

(A.2)

and similarly

dw(A.3)
M 1
I: k

. v=1 (1+>,w(1rav)4)

The absolute value of the difference of the integrals in (A.l) and (A.3) is

(W>.fl/4
(A.4) a1r

uniformly for >'E[>'n, AnI as n -+ 00.

Note that by the choice of >'n the upper limits of the integrals will tend to 00 and by the

choice of An, the lower limits will converge to zero. Considering the second term in (A.O) and

using the hypothesis that k;:::2,

(n-M)/(>'(1raM)4t = O( >'nk n-
k8

/
5+1

) = 0(n-
k4

/
5+1

)= 0(1)

Thus we have

Now if one assumes that W> 1 one can use the same arguments to show

1
0(>.-4) + O( 1) < tr A(>.)k

Since the choice of W is arbitrary, part i) now follows from these upper and lower bounds.

Part ii) is established by the same methods. For example we, can bound
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from below and above by

1 1/4-4 MWAo £1'11"

(w'x°) J
£1'11" '!/J(w, A/ Ao)dw

o

The difference between these bounds is

and

-1/4 [ w'xo 1/4 £1'11" (M + l)w'xo 1/4

(A.5) (WA~~ J '!/J(w,'x/ 'xo)dw + J
o MWA

o
1/4

and thus (A.5) is bounded by

From these estimates, ii) now follows.D

Proof of Lemma 6.1

Part i) is a standard result for splines and follows from Lemmas A.1 and A.2. Part ii)

is obtained by minimizing the asymptotic expression for EASE('x) from part i). For part iii)

2 -2 2
EASE(A)B = k~(I-A(A»)A(A) y II + Sn tr[~(A) ]

= kKI-A(A») (A(A)-A(Ao) + A(Ao» Y12 + S~ tr[~(A)2]

= k~(I-A('x») A(Ao) f ~2 + O"n2t{(I_A(A»)2 A(AO)2] + 0"2 J.l2(A)

where
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(A.6)

Therefore,

R3 =ltll(I-A(A)) (A(A)-A(Ao)) Y 11

2

- R4 = - fi[yTA(,\o) (I-A(,\) )2(A(A)-A(,\O)) y ]

and

-2 2
R _ Sn tr[A(A) ] 2 (')
5- n - (7 J.l2 A

R1 and R2 can be analyzed using the same tools developed to study cross-v~lidationfor spline

estimates. In particular the techniques in Speckman (1983) for normal errors and Cox (1984)

for nonnormal errors can easily be adapted to the terms obtained when R 1 and R2 are

expanded. We thus have

R
1

= Op(A -1/4/n)

and

From Lemma A.1 in Nychka (1988) it is shown that

ltll(A(,\O)-A(A) ) y11 2 =op(EASE(Ao ))

R3< lt~(A(A)-A(AO)) Y 1
2

= op(EASE(AO)).

Using the fact that the convergence rates for the average squared bias and average variance

are balanced by AO' R3 =op(Ab). From the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality

IR41~ fi IA(Ao) (I-A(A)) yl KI-A(,\)) (A(A)-A(Ao)) yll

IR41~ inII A(AO) (I-A(,\)) yllfR3

Now from considering the rates on ltll(I-A(A)) A(,\o) f 11

2
, R 1 and R2 we see that the first

norm in (A.6) will be op(,\ V AO)' Thus we have R4 =op(,\2 V Ab). From the results of Nychka

(1987) S~ will converge in probability to (72. Now applying part i) from Lemma A.2 we see

that R5 is 0p(J.l2(A)).0
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Appendix 2 MACSYMA source listing and output.

This appendix includes a listing of the MACSYMA program used to compute the

matrices HI' H2 and H3 defined in Section 4. The representation of these expressions by

MACSYMA is also given

In these symbolic calculations the reader should make the following identifications:

A

b(l) (I-A(A)) i

a(l) A(A)

e ~

m, imi trA(A)/n, l-trA(A)/n

m2 trA(A)2/ n

con HI

lin H2

quad H3
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HACSY}fA
batch prograPl
to calculate
Hl' HZ' H3

phi: « b(l)+(l-a(l)*e )**2 )/n+
(1-m(1»**2*

( - e**2/n - ( b(1)**2 -2*b(1)*a(1)*e + e**2*a(1)**2) In);
phi: phi/iml(1)**2;
-phi: combine( expand(phi))$
dphi: diff(phi,l)$
dphi: ev(dphi, diff(a(1),1)--(l-a(1»)*a(1)/1,diff(m(1),1)--(ml-m2)/1,

m(l)-ml,diff(b(l),l)- -a(1)*b(1)/1,diff(iml(1),1)-(ml-m2)/1)$
dphi: expand(dphi)$
dphi : ev(dphi,a(l)- A,b(l)-b,iml(l)-iml)$
dphi: ratsubst( im3,iml**3,dphi);
dphi: ratsubst( im2,iml**2,dphi)$
dphi: expand(ratsubst( I-m1,im1,~phi))$

con: combine(coeff(dphi,b**2));

temp: expand( ratsubst(c,e*b,dphi) )$
lin: ratsimp(combine(coeff(temp,c»),a);

quad: ratsimp(combine(coeff(dphi,e**2)),a,a**2,a**3);

MACSYMA
listing of
the terms
can, lin and
quad.

(c86) con;

(d86)

(c87) lin;

(d87)

3 2
2 m2 - 2 a m1 '+ 6 a ml - 4 a ml - 2 m1
-~-------------------------------------im3 1 n

3 2
a (4 m2 - 2 ml + 6 m1 - 10 m1 + 2) - 4 m2 + 4 m1

- --------------------------------------------------
im3 1 n

(c88) quad;

232
(d88) (a (2 m2 - 2 ml + 6 ml - 4 ml - 2) + 2 m2 + a (- 4 m2 + 2 ml + 2)

332
+ a (2 ml - 6 ml + 4 ml) - 2 ml)/(im3 1 n

Z6b
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Table 1 Summary of the results of a simulation study comparing two types of confidence

intervals for the smoothing parameter

Sample Size Interval Type

Simulation Asymptotic Theory Distribution

known

Test (j= Coverage Distribution of Coverage Distribution of Fixed

Function Probability interval widths Probability interval widths Width

2.5% 50% 97.5% 2.5% 50% 97.5%

Type I .2 .927 1.72 2.16 3.11 .905 1.05 1.81 5.52 2.22

.4 .925 1.81 2.27 3.29 .890 1.10 2.06 9.41 1.86

.6 .942 1.88 2.42 3.69 .873 1.11 2.06 8.53 2.67

n=128 Type II .2 .950 0.90 1.13 1.67 .910 0.67 1.07 3.61 2.14

.4 .952 1.10 1.41 1.99 .952 0.77 1.29 4.65 2.95

.6 .967 1.29 1.64 2.42 .930 0.86 1.41 5.36 2.48

Type III .2 .947 1.05 1.30 1.80 .932 0.76 1.19 4.73 1.24

.4 .962 1.22 1.57 2.26 .935 0.81 1.47 4.98 .86

.6 .977 1.48 2.11 3.06 .920 0.92 1.55 6.58 1.60

Sample Size Interval Type

Simulation Asymptotic Theory Distribution

known

Test (j= Coverage Distribution of Coverage Distribution of Fixed

Function Probability interval widths Probability interval widths Width

2.5% 50% 97.5% 2.5% 50% 97.5%

Type I .2 .962 1.55 2.02 2.80 .942 1.07 1.77 8.97 1.14

.4 .915 1.70 2.17 2.99 .885 1.12 2.05 7.40 1.62

.6 .915 1.72 2.19 3.34 .885 1.17 2.10 9.18 1.37

n=256 Type II .2 .970 0.74 0.99 1.27 .980 0.67 1.02 2.35 1.38

.4 .960 0.94 1.19 1.59 .940 0.74 1.21 4.19 1.10

.6 .960 1.09 1.37 1.75 .957 0.81 1.32 3.95 1.68

Type III .2 .962 0.88 1.15 1.50 .942 0.73 1.10 3.17 1.29

.4 .965 1.08 1.32 1.87 .942 0.83 1.36 5.12 1.89

.6 .970 1.27 1.56 2.33 .940 0.85 1.47 6.36 1.51
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Simulated data illustrating the dependence on the curve estimate to the smoothing

parameter. Data have been simulated according to the additive model (1.1) with

normal er~ors, 17=.2, n=128 and f is function type II from Figure 7. The estimates

are cubic smoothing splines with In (A)=( -18.5, -15.7, -11.1). The effective

number of parameters for these curves are tr A(,\)=(39.5, 18.9, 6.6).

Figure 2. Surface illustrating the spline estimate as a function of t and the smoothing

parameter.

Figure 3. The average squared error for a spline estimate as a function of the log smoothing

parameter. Plotted points corr.espond to the rough, optimal and oversmooth

estimates in Figure 1.

Figure 4. Spline estimates evaluated at the endpoints of a 95% confidence interval for the

optimal smoothing parameter. For the data in this figure the smoothing parameter

was estimated using generalized cross-validation and a confidence interval for the

smoothing parameter that minimizes ASF was constructed using a simulation-based

method.

Figure 5. Experimental data comparing the effect of an appetite suppressant drug on rats.

The response is the median food intake measured on a daily basis (*=control

group, o=treatment group). The dashed lines are the spline estimates where the

smoothing parameter has been found using generalized cross-validation. The solid

lines are under- and oversmoothed estimates derived from 90% confidence intervals

for the optimal smoothing parameter. The wide range of the estimates indicates

the variability of cross-validation in small data sets.

Figure 6. Approximate 90% simultaneous confidence bands for median food intake.
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Figure 7. Three types of test functions used in the simulation study. Each curve is a mixture

of Beta densities:

Type I j ,81O,5+j ,87,7+j ,85,10

where ,8m,n is the standard Beta density on [0,1].

Figure 8. A summary of the simulation results studying two methods of constructing
confidence intervals for the smoothing parameter. This panel of 4 plots reports the
performance of a simulation-based method and one based on asymptotic normality
of the log smoothing parameter. Two sample sizes are considered. The 9 cases in
each plot correspond to 3 different levels of 17 (.2, .4, .6) and 3 types of test
functions (see Figure 7). The endpoints of the line segments are the 2.5% and
97.5% percentiles of the distribution of interval widths for a given case. The
function type locates the median of the distribution. The level of each segment
indicates the observed coverage probability. The confidence interval widths when
the distribution of the smoothing parameter is known are also included. These serve
as a reference for the two methods being studied and are located near the x-axis.
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